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Abstract. In the era of digitization, different actors in agriculture produce nu-
merous data. Such data contains already latent historical knowledge in the
domain. This knowledge enables us to precisely study natural hazards within
global or local aspects, and then improve the risk prevention tasks and augment
the yield, which helps to tackle the challenge of growing population and chang-
ing alimentary habits. In particular, French Plants Health Bulletins (BSV, for
its name in French Bulletin de Santé du Végétal) give information about the
development stages of phytosanitary risks in agricultural production. However,
they are written in natural language, thus, machines and human cannot exploit
them as efficiently as it could be. Natural language processing (NLP) technolo-
gies aim to automatically process and analyze large amounts of natural language
data. Since the 2010s, with the increases in computational power and paralleliza-
tion, representation learning and deep learning methods became widespread in
NLP. Recent advancements Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT) inspire us to rethink of knowledge representation and natural
language understanding in plant health management domain. The goal in this
work is to propose a BERT-based approach to automatically classify the BSV
to make their data easily indexable. We sampled 200 BSV to finetune the pre-
trained BERT language models and classify them as pest or/and disease and we
show preliminary results.

1 Introduction
In the era of digitization, different actors in agriculture produce numerous data. Such data

contains already latent historical knowledge in the domain. This knowledge enables us to pre-
cisely study natural hazards within global or local aspects, and then improve the risk prevention
tasks and augment the yield, which helps to tackle the challenge of growing population and
changing alimentary habits. In particular, French Plants Health Bulletins (BSV, for its name in
French Bulletin de Santé du Végétal) give information about the development stages of phy-
tosanitary risks in agricultural production Jiang et al. (2020). BSV are published periodically
by the French Regional Plant Protection Services (SRPV) and Groupings Protection against
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Harmful Organisms (GDON). These data is collected by the observation network Epiphyt 1 to
build a national database. These data are collected following agronomic observations made
throughout France by regional monitoring networks involving 400 observers in 36 partner net-
works.

Following the social sensing paradigm Wang et al. (2015), individuals -whether they are
farmers or not- have more and more connectivity to information while on the move, at the
field-level. Each individual can become a broadcaster of information. In this sense, less formal
than the BSV but relevant and usually real-time hazard information is also published in social
networks such as Twitter. Given the nature of such publications, it is not straightforward to
efficiently and effectively take advantage of the information they contain, let alone doing it
automatically and relating these data to data coming other sources such as sensors or other
information systems. To handle, process and make these data searchable, it is necessary to
start by classifying its textual content automatically.

Text classification is a category of Natural Language Processing (NLP), which employs
computational techniques for the purpose of learning, understanding, and producing human
language content Hirschberg and Manning (2015). A well-known feature representation tech-
nique for text classification is Word2Vec Goldberg and Levy (2014) and some real-world ap-
plications of text classification are spam identification and fraud and bot detection Howard
and Ruder (2018). PestObserver proposedto index BSV with crops, bioagressors and dis-
eases based on concurrence analysis, regex and pattern matching text classification techniques
Turenne et al. (2015). However, the tags are not complete: some bulletins are only indexed
with crop while the content do mention bioagressors or diseases. User-defined rules were used
for relation extraction. This is an efficient and precise approach, but it cannot represent the
latent semantic relations. Human annotation was also needed to enrich the project annota-
tion resources and dictionaries. In overall, the global PestObserver approach relies on highly
crowdsourcing-dependent techniques, which made the information extraction procedure not
dynamic enough to adapt to changes in document format or contents.

Recent advancements in Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) De-
vlin et al. (2019) have showed important improvements in NLP; for example, the efficiency
of fine-tuned BERT models for Multi-Label tweets classification has been proved in disaster
monitoring Zahera (2019). We find it also important to include observation from non-expert
individuals which are not necessarily in the network of experts collecting data. Information
about such observation may be extracted from social media like twitter. Thus, our goal is to
build a general language model that represents the phytosanitary risks to improve the informa-
tion extraction and document classification from heterogeneous textual data sources. The BSV
might serve as a corpus to train this language model.

In this work, we aim to explore the potentials and limits of BERT considering the available
data sets. More precisely, we want to answer the following questions: Will BERT be able to
give an interesting classification for BSV compared to PestObeserver? And how well can it
generalize for natural hazard prediction from heterogeneous documents?

1. https://agroedieurope.fr/wp-content/uploads/fiche-projet-epiphyt-fr.pdf
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2 Data
Existing Dataset

A) We downloaded BSVs Turenne from the PestOberserver site. In this collection of 40828
files, there are 17286 older BSVs in XML format, and 23542 OCR (Optical Character
Recognition) processed BSVs in plain-text format.

B) We also obtained tags for each BSV from the PestOberserver site. There are 389 bioa-
gressor and 279 disease tags and those BSVs were annotated using text mining tech-
niques and by domain experts. Unfortunately, only the plain-text files are annotated as
bioagressors or diseases. The XML files are annotated only with crops names.

C) We use concepts in FrenchCropUsuage thesaurus FAIRsharing Team (2018) and the
tags in item B) as filters to collect tweets for testing the classification model.

Linguistic Prepossessing for text of each BSV
We removed the following from the text of each BSV:

— Punctuation marks, URLs, phone numbers and stop words from the BSV text.

— Extra white-spaces, repeated full stops, question marks and exclamation marks.

— Continuous lines that contain less than 3 words are rows from broken tables in the orig-
inal PDF file.

— Strings like "B U L L E T I N" appearing in vertical lines.

Dataset Construction

— For the unsupervised fine-tuning task, we extracted paragraphs from xml format BSV in
item A) to make the corpus for the self-supervised fine-tuning of the language model.

— For the classification of the topic, we randomly split 200 cleaned BSVs into 4000 chunks
containing between 5 and 256 words. We classify each chuck as bioagressors and dis-
eases according to the tags of its corresponding BSV -see item C)-.

— We also manually classified 400 sentences extracted from cleaned BSVs. We classified
these sentences as bioagressor and disease if the BSV says the threshold of danger is
reached, or if it recommends to apply a treatment. This classification task aims to test if
the language model can “understand” the risk.

3 Training details
All the experiments were conducted on a workstation having Intel Core i9-9900K CPU,

32GB memory, 1 single NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU with CUDA 10.0.130, trasformersWolf
et al. (2020) and fast-bertTrivedi (2020). For the multi-label classification of the topic, we
tested respectively the pretrained CamemBERT modelMartin et al. (2020) and BERT-Base,
Multilingual Cased model Pires et al. (2019). We first fine-tune the language model to adapt it
to domain specific context. All hyper-parameters are tuned on raw BSV corpus over 2 epochs
as suggested by the author Devlin et al. (2019). The batch size is 8. Adam Kingma and Ba
(2017)is used for optimization with an initial learning rate of 1e-4. Then we used these fine-
tuned language models to train the classification task. The batch size is 8. Max sequence length
is set to 256. AdamKingma and Ba (2017)is used for optimization with an initial learning rate
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of 2e-5. We trained the classification model for 5 or 10 epochs and saved the one with better f1
score. The model’s output are the probabilities of all classes, we hence set threshold value of
0.5 to pickup a list of possible classes to the input text as final prediction. Finally we evaluate
the model over the test set, we also test the model with tweets that talks about natural hazards.
For the multi-label classification of risk, the goal is to predict the presence of bioagressor risk
or disease risk, the experiment setup is the same as the previous task, except that we fine-tuned
the models on raw BSV corpus and on paragraphs extracted from BSV in XML format -see
item A)-.

4 Results

To evaluate all these classifications, we use accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score and ROC_AUC
score Hossin and M.N (2015).

Table 1 shows results of multi-label classification (bioagressor and disease) task. As the
dataset is simply tagged with the appearance of key words, moreover, the tags on pestobserver
site are not completed, the pertinence of its categorisation is limited. However, we observed
that the model can correct some of false negative taggings from pestobserver (which means, a
phrase which mentions borer and which not tagged as bioagressor on the pestobserver site, may
still be classified as bioagressor by our model). This model also shows certain generalizability
when tested with tweets item C), of which the syntax is unknown to the model. As an example,
consider the following text about “pyrale” (pyralid moths) from a BSV:

“Dans les pièges lumineux, le nombre de captures correspond à la fois aux
individus mâles et femelles. Cartographie des captures des pyrales dans les

pièges à phéromone dans les Pays de la Loire (Légende : vert : absence, orange :
1-4 pyrales, rouge : 5 et + pyrales).”

For the previous example paragraph, PestObserver has no tag for it; however, our classifier
predicts it to be bioagressor.

TAB. 1 – prediction of the topic (threshold=0.5)using CamemBERT model

Accuracy Precision Recall F Score ROC_AUC
Bioagressor 0.86 0.76 0.88 0.82
Disease 0.90 0.69 0.88 0.77
Weighted Average 0.74 0.88 0.80 0.91

TAB. 2 – prediction of the topic (threshold=0.5) using BERT-Base, Multilingual Cased model

Accuracy Precision Recall F Score ROC_AUC
Bioagressor 0.87 0.78 0.88 0.83
Disease 0.90 0.70 0.87 0.77
Weighted Average 0.75 0.88 0.81 0.91
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Table 2 shows the results of the same multi-label classification task with BERT-Base, Mul-
tilingual Cased model. The scores are slightly better than the ones produced by CamemBERT
presented in Table 1; however, the size of the pre-trained BERT-Base, Multilingual Cased
model is bigger than CamemBERT -since it covers more than 104 languages- and it takes
more time for the training.

Table 3 shows the results of multi-label classification of risks task. In this experiment, the
pertinence of the training set is assured by manual annotation. We noticed that the language
model is able to detect the presences of bioagressor or disease in the text though the dataset
is much smaller than the one of previous classification task, which is equivalent to filter the
document with a given domain key words list. Considering the risk level or the detection of
the positive/negative sense of the phrase, the prediction is less pertinent. For example, phrases
like the following are still classified to having a risk of bioagressor even tough it says there is
only a small presence of bioagressor so no action is required. These results may be improved
if more data is available.

“... note l’apparition des premiers pucerons à villenauxe la petite (77) avec
moins de 1 puceron par feuille. le seuil d’intervention, de 5 à 10 pucerons par

feuille, n’est pas encore atteint. aucune intervention n’est justifiée.”

TAB. 3 – prediction of risks:

Accuracy Precision Recall F Score ROC_AUC
Bioagressor 0.85 0.63 0.89 0.74
Disease 0.83 0.72 0.59 0.65
Weighted Average 0.68 0.73 0.65 0.91

5 Conclusion
Recent advancements BERT are promising regarding natural language processing. Our ob-

jective is to classify agricultural-related documents according to natural hazards they discuss.
We have studied existing textual data in french plant health domain, specially the BSVs, and
experimented with the BERT multilingual and CamemBERT models. Our results show that
fine-tuned BERT-based model is sufficient for the topic prediction of BSV. The preliminary
prediction test on tweets convinced us that BERT-based models is generalizable for represent-
ing features in the French plant health domain. For our future work, we plan to feed our model
with more pertinent data. It may be also interesting to explore alternatives such as FlauBER-
TLe et al. (2020), which another BERT-based language model for French. Finally, We also
plan to investigate feature-based approaches with BERT embeddings.
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